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Novel electronic states induced by large spin-orbit coupling 

 
High Tc superconductivity of cuprates, colossal magneto-resistance of manganites, large 

thermoelectric power in cobaltates, multiferroicity are some examples of the many salient discoveries  
in the field of “novel electronic states”. These outstanding states of matter were all discovered in the 
same family of materials, namely 3d transition metal (Cu, Mn, Co..) oxides. The rather localized 3d 
orbitals give rise to narrow bands and relatively strong coulomb repulsion, both effects fostering a 
physics of strongly correlated electrons. These strong correlations yield new theoretical descriptions 
beyond Fermi liquid theory so that, oxides are eventually at the forefront of both topical theoretical 
development and technological innovation.  

When considering the heavier 4d or 5d transition metals of the periodic table, one expects this 
physics of strong correlations to vanish because of the much larger orbital extent. The recent 
discovery of a Mott insulating state - i.e. a state where correlations are strong enough to localize 
completely the electrons - in the Sr2IrO4 (Ir

4+, 5d5) compound challenges this too naïve picture and 
has boosted the interest for this family of materials. At the origin of this unexpected behavior, the 
relativistic spin-orbit coupling effect likely plays a leading role. Indeed this effect, well known in 
atomic physics but somewhat disregarded in condensed matter physics, strongly increases with the 
atomic number (Z4) and is no longer a weak perturbation for 5d transition metal oxides. The strong 
spin orbit coupling could deeply reshape the band structure, giving rise to narrow bands and 
eventually enhance the role of correlations despite the relative weakness of the coulombic repulsion. 
Beyond the understanding of this new insulating phase and by analogy with high-Tc cuprates which 
are also Mott insulators when undoped, the question of the metal-insulating transition in 5d metal 
oxides is at the heart of current debates. The activity worldwide focuses on how to dope these 
materials, the study of the resulting metallic states, and the search for new behaviors related to 
strong correlations, one of which could be superconductivity.  

For this internship/thesis, we propose to initiate the very first study of the local electronic 
properties of insulating and doped iridate materials using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). This 
technique is particularly well suited to unravel the intrinsic electronic properties and the nature of 
the electronic correlations at play.  These local studies will be complemented by bulk 
thermodynamic measurements (magnetism and transport properties) taking advantage of the 
physical measurement platform recently set up at the LPS.    
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